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A V I E \V 0 F PHI L LIP
and his soul found itself
discouragingly clean without depravity
and he was disturbed.
Somewhere on the night
hinged an obscenity but he was pure
and following the morning's white gentility
noon-ward, he discovered
astonishing simple things of himself
the unscarred skin
the monumental curve of innocent heart
the wholesomeness of his stomach
the legs and undeveloped breasts
oh, with a quick rashness then he flagellated
his left arm
and did not wince at self-inflicted pain for he
was not afraid of himself
(knowing that he was no suicide but a possible saint)
psychologists notwithstanding
he sought
the purifying vilification
of (perhaps) a dire and shaping experience
but could not violate himself
so sat down and ate a flower thoughtfully
petal by stem by
but there was no thorn
only the fragrance of his breath when he had eaten
thinking of Egyptians muttered a curse of Osiris
but forgot most of the words (never having needed them)
tried the Greeks (walking backwards then, trying to fall)
and considered hemlock but then Socrates (bitter cup
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for a non-bitter man)
and went tangenting on being
j

\Vell, you may
analyze and interpret and still the most important
thing he did
was to eat the rose
whatever he was who cares or is who cares more
the pure flower he digested into his pure self
and there is nomore failure for any of us
LUCY

LAPP

A NIGHT IN AUTUMN
Declared, not like a child or an animal,
But with the clarity of a dead face,
The moon over the mountains. The dead dispense
Such indifferent radiance
On the dark; their smiling would appaL
Coops, barns, are shut, now there is none
In the fields. No spoor of what went galloping over the heavens
\Vith the roar of fire. Poverty
Possesses the hills, the sky. Forgotten the glory
Of that hour when dying and living were one.
The All has shed the moon like a nail-paring.
Naked, it has the night for its mirror, there
\Ve may watch it, moving beyond us, to what bed?
If it spoke, who could interpret what was said?
If it slept, who would lay by the strange clothes it was wearing?
BABETTE
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